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A Study of the Categories of Summation 
Yoshio Kinokuniya* 
Abstract 
The categor叩3are s peci fi巴dby the pdmitive constitution by which the aggre-
gated total or the limiting state of a set are mathematically con巴eivedas existent. 
It is emphasized that the con巴eptionsof the total and of the limiting state are not 
always coincident. Enumerable set is elucidated on its specially important con咽
stでU巴tion.
1. Introduction. In studying the sets， itmay be said that the hardest 
fioorer for students is the conceptive uncertainty of a sum. 80， to have a 
categorical study of the summation is considerable specially in point that， 
then a primitive light may be caught in some way rather apart from the 
traditional course. In this paper， the e百ectivenessof the categories of 
summation is studied in relation of the theory of measure. 
The notion of a total is exposed specially on its proper operation， as 
it is. to be devided into its parts; while the notion of a limit of aggregat-
ing the elements is not always found to coincide with the total. 
The probabilistic method gives often the most exact scale to dis-
tinguish any two ways of conception of a set. N be a subset of the set M， 
the elements of which al'e presumed to be equi-probable at the selection 
of an element. Then， let's denote as 
Prob. (xEN) = T (耳;J1f)
when x is restricted to be selected from within the set""Y. If the value 
of T (Nj班)be uniquely determined， then we say the concomi伽 ce NjM' 
is determined 伽 theαργioriprobαbilism. 
As ZE.NON suggested， we cannot count up the total length 1 from the 
measure zero of each point contained in it. Nevertheless， with B. CAVA同
UEHI， we may a自rmthe length 1 consists of the points contained in it. 
In e百ect，the formulatiol1 
c6μp=l 
fJp indicating the dimension of the point P九givesus the category of sum・
特紀国谷芳雄
1) Ab?at th号symbols② andμP， cf. e. g. Y. Kinokuniya: A Course of Rαdon似 nCα!CUl1AS 
(1953) (this booklet wil b3 obtained at Manλzen， Sapporo Japan). 
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mation that is exactly the same fact as in case of CAVAr，IEB.I. Such is the 
construction of the length 1 that is equivalent to the conception of the 
total of the points which are defined to make up the length 1 
In the theory of a priori measure and in the a priori probabilism， 
discussions are made specially on the consistence of the following two 
destinations : 
~，: N く M αndM>武。，then 2) it is destined that 
五i(N)j伝(J:1I)= 0 (1， 1)， 
αnd 
P(Nj斑)= o. (1， 1)2 
~2: M beαbounded in.finite set αnd Fbeαnνmeαsurαble set f1町 whichthe 
co附 0何 tαnceFjlfI is determined， the判例的関
αηd 
lim m(F) =伝(M)
PCM 
lim t(FjM) = 1.
FCM 
(1， 2)， 
(1， 2)2 
In the above， m indicates the a priori measure and it is appointed 
that 
Fc JJI r>及r-Fヲとvoid.
:])1 is called the Null-Meαsure Assertion of the Secoωd Species and SD2 is called 
the P.αn-Measurability. In the theory of a priori measure， the pan-measura圃
bility is induced from several axiomsめpositedas fundamental ones to make 
up the theory. The relations (1，1)， and (1，2¥ are studied in the theory of 
a priori measure， and the relations (1， n and (1，2)2 are studied in the a 
priori probabilism， respectively. 
The category of a total of elements -班isthought to be certain when， 
for any element x， itis decided either 
xモJJIorぉE及:(
The conception of a summation is thought to be caused when a set of suf-
fices X is given and a set M "， uniquely corresponds to each suffix xεX. 
In this case， denoting as 
My二 UZZEY 
yEY 
for any subset Y c X， the category of the summation 
量ー= 乏B畳包= uM:. 
xEX 勾EX
2) The symbol宜 indicatesthe cardinal number of the set M. 
3) Cf. Y. Kinokuniya: Logical Constructioη 01 the Theory 01 A Priori M eα叩 re，Mem. Mu-
roran Univ. Vol. 2， No. 3， p.786 (268) (Theorem 2). 
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is said ejJective with respect to the me伽urer when the following two condi圃
tions are sa tisfied : 
(i) 宥 isthe total of al the eleme焔 contαined仇 eitherJtCx (ぽX);
(i) :e)2 is consistent withγespect to r， i.e. 
五云1r(lfl沿=r(立)
YCX 
(1， 3) 
守isrestricted toαn侃・negα:tii明 mea捌 :re.
C併odition
The condition (1， 3)is equivαlent to the 
1im r(謹一指y)二 O.
YCX 
In Paragraph 5， there is introduced the logical term "Accommodation"， 
by which some important relations are designated and dealt with. The 
criticism on the theory of ordinal numbers is not referred to， since we 
may then digress from what is schemed in this paper. 
2. 
set 
Enumerable Set. When the elements 叫(ん=1，2，.一)are given， the 
M ニ (α1J α2'…)
is thought to be the total of the elements on condition that any element 
x is decided either 
つcモ孜rorつcモ及1:
Let us denote as 
Mn=(tα"αu…，αn) (n = 1， 2，…)， 
then it may not be stated as 
lim lW"n = JJI 
n→∞ 
in the probabilism， because it is evidently seen that 
t ("斑η!斑 )=0
hence 
lim t(Mn/M) = 0千 1= t(M/M). 
By the way， ifwe denote by Ni¥ the total of the elements ai¥'α2 it， ..， 
it may be naturally accepted that 
t(訊 j1tI)ニ 1/，1.
In effect， as far as we merely write in line 
α" α2' ・，
there may not be denied the arrangement to continue such as 
α"α2". "α叫，α叫+1"..'αn世，'.，α叫2，α叫2十"・・・.
This being so， our criticism shall find its principal object in the tail part 
(209) 
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直 -lrIn(n=1，2，…).
In order to establish a relative construction between the values t(斑/
M)=l and t(αn!1ぜ)=0，we may do it well by introducing the app1ication 
system 
日=t(αn/M) 
instead of the formulas t(αn/M)=O， to make up the new category of sum-
mation by the formula 
eπn = 1.
αnEM 
(2， 1) 
It is very important that the summation (2，1) might not be understood as 
of a mere enumerable construction in the classic sense. 
In the classic analysis， itwas decided that any enumerable set of real 
numbers must be of zero measure. The reason was: 
O<mル
so that 。<~m(，αJ く ε.
However， this method is discovered now di担cultbecause of the above-
stated reasoning about the summation (2，1). While， in the theory of a 
priori measure， we assert the zero measure of an enumerable set by 
means of the destination 包， the null-measure assertion of the 2nd species. 
3. Arranged Summation. 91 be a set of ordinal numbers and Mαbe 
the set corresponds to the number αε91， then the summation 
M s = U ~yα 
岱く自
comes into question; in this case， let us say the sum-set寂βisposited in 
the category ofαγranged summation. The e古ectivenessof the conception宜s
shall be observed in the respect whether the relation 
H函み(諸s)= in(宜γ) (3， 1)
effects or not. 
When ]i，(Mγ)>0， the problem is transferred to the probabilism， be-
ca use we then directly ha ve 
in(窟s)/伝(茸γ)= t(宜β/窟γ)
In this case， if it is observed that 
m(寂B)= 0 for each sくじ
we may never attain the effectiveness of the relation (3，1). Besides， if
五~(Mら)= 0 for each αくT
(210) 
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and the destination 
瓦E面五混じ茸α)=伝(茸s)
is conformed by each sくα，then it 
transfinite induction that 
may be conc1uded by means of the 
m(諸s)= 0 for each sくr.
Thus we have: 
Proposition 1. As flαγαs theγelation of pαn-meαsuγαbility is conformed， 
the αγγαnged summαtion does not produce αset of positive meα:sure f rom the setg 
of zero measure. 
If we， from the first， restrict our observation within the a priori 
probabilism， the conditions are 1eft in a more general scale， because we 
may then get along， paying no attention on the measure m (茸γ). In this 
case， the pan-measurability is defined by the relation 
lim p(諸α/寂γ)= p(有s/諸γ).
αく昌
According to p (Nj1Jf)=O or >0， 1et us say Nj.1tI is a zero・co抑制伽nceor a 
positiりeconcomitance respectively. Then， by the evident analogous process， 
we may have: 
of pαn-meαsur，αbilit羽isconfoγ'med， 
αρositive concomit，αnce f'γom the zeγ0・
Proposition 2. As f，αγαs the relation 
theαγγαnged summαtion do伺 notproduce 
conc，ωni加nces.
4. Co-ordinate Metamorphism. 
and N the relation 
When between two sets of points JlI 
Jぜ =N
is observed， we say the two sets are co・ordinαtewith each other. As G. 
CANTOH defined， this means that there exists a biべ111ivoquemapping 
y =f(め(xEM， yE N). (4， 1)
In the theory of a priori measure， we interpret that the inversion number 
of M and N are then equal， so that denoting by 
nf(N) 
the inversion number of N given by the mapping (4，1)， we may have 
吟(N)=れ(1J1) (4， 2)， 
and， denoting by f-1 (ν)=x the inversive mapping of (4， 1)， we may have 
nr' (1Jf) = n (N). (4， 2)2 
It is remarkable that the case 
(211) 
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ロ(M)乎 n(N)
is possible despite of the simultaneous relations (4，2)， and (4，2)2' In effect， 
the a priori measure of lJf and N are expressed in the forms 
五 (M)=川 (M)
and 
五託(N)= f1.n(hl 
respectively， f1indicating the point-dimension of each point in the space. 
In case 
れf(N)乎ロ(N)，
the values of nf(N) and n(N) may not be applied under the same system 
of point-dimension. 80， we introduce a system of non-negative application 
rf(p) to be applied in the formulation 
iii(N) = ~rf例・
PEM 
(4， 3)
We then presume that the system rf(p) is uniquely determined simulta圃
neously with the mapping f. 
In case M = (0，1) and N = (0，2)， a famous mapping of G. CANTOR is 
given by the function 
ν=f(必)ニ2x (xεlJI， yE N) 
by which he determined as M = N. Then， the above-stated application 
rJ判 isdetermined as 
rfω=2μ. 
In e在ect，when the point x runs through the interval (0， 1)， the cor-
responding point y runs through the interval (0，2) with redoubled velocity， 
so that the point (ν)4) may be measured as of the doubled scale. 
In the a priori probabilism， an enumerable set lJ.Iニ(α口α2'・・・)shows 
properties analogou8 to the above-stated fact8. In this case， by the bi-
ulllvoque mappmg 
ヂ(αk)=αkλ(ん=1，2，…) 
M is transferred into its 8ubsequence Na = (αλ，α2il1 .一)， 80 that we may 
here introduce the pair of application sY8tems (iTk) and (ω仰 ρ)to be applied 
in the formulation 
~ iTk = t(MjM) = 1 
and 
rM=P(訊 1M)=十.
4) In the theory of a priori measure， the one-dimensional point of the abscissa x is denoted 
as (x) or Px. 
く212)
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Moreover， itmay be posited as 
(π=日;ん=1，2，・ー)'(J (JJI/1Jf) =川崎)
and 
(ω=ω'P(αρ ; k = 1，2，…)， p(N，λ/M)=ω.n"， (M) 
1 
υ -一一一 π
A 
so that it may be analysed as 
and 
n'P (.1Jf) = ，ln(.N，ρ 
About the existence of the system 7f(X) ， we may refer to the following 
conditions : 
(i) f(x1)ヂf(x2) when x1乎仇;
(i) the vαlue of勿(N)=勿(f(M))is readily 
with iぉtotaloc，仰仰がon
existent， provided especially 
((N)) = ((f(M))). 
But， ifperfectJy， we may not pass through without any axiomatization. 
Puting back to the case the formulas (4，1)一(4，3)are effective， ifi混(N)
=0 whereas勿(1JI)> 0， we have 
ロ(N)/n(1J1) = 0 
under the same normal') system of point-dimension f1; because the meas-
ures are then expressed as 
最(jlI)= f1.n(斑)and i五(N)=μ.n(N).
Therefore， denoting as 
1 ， 7f(ー ¥ く灼PEM and τ くー~F) ) = N (k=l， 2，…) 
恥ド 1
and 
pε . ZJf and 0 = 7 f(P) i =N" 
f1 / 
????
、?
?
(4， 4)旦d空}一旦丘杢L=o
ntC.N)ロ(M)
we may have 
(k) (め k@) 7fくP) (k) 
旦J(N)=丘必至Lく」盆一一二 km空L，c:ん亙空L= o.
n(1J1) 川 (M) f1.n(M) 五(M) - ii，(斑)
because 
Then， on account of (4，4) 
When μp=μQ for each P and Q of the space，七hesystem of point-dimension μP is said 
normal， and is briefly represented by μo日 conditionthatμ=μP for each P. 
く213)
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80 that 
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lim JtL空L=o
K→叩 ltf(N)
(ki 
N= Na+limN， 
k→四
くk)
ltf(N)ニロf(ffo)+limltf(-N). 
k4拍
Hence， by (4，5) and (4，6)， we may have 
1. e. 
ロf(Ka)/時(N)=1 
nf(N) =ロj(Ka).
(4， 5)
(4， 6) 
(4， 7) 
In 8uch a case as (4，7)， we say the set Na consists of almost al elements 
of the set N 仰向S1Jectto the inversion ltf; then we may state the above result 
as follows: 
Proposition 3. 1f there ωist8 the 8ystem of non-negativeαpplication 7f(P) 
inγespect to the two 8eお M αndN f or which it i8 ob8erved that 
t五(N)=0αnd il (1'1) > 0， 
th側 αlmostal point8 of the 8et N 8uffeγmeα8Ure cohe，仰が inγespectto the inver圃
swn ltf・
If the system of nOlトnegativeapplication 7f(p) exists and is regular 
(iιOく7f(p)/pく∞)， then f (P) is called a meαsu'何回開gulaγ mαpping or briefly 
a regular mαpping. In case of Proposition 3， the mappIng may not be 
expected necessarily to be a regular one， since 7 j(P) can be infinitesimal 
even when 7f(p)/p=∞. 
5. Theory of Accommodation. A fact 1J， being surmised by the fact 
a in the theory ~L be presumed effective in the theory諮， then we say， 
b isαηαccommo伽U仰伽廼 causedbνα 仇~l. If the formula 
ρ(α， 'b)= 0 (5， 1) 
is needed in order that the facts αε~l and bεm may accord with each 
other， then the furmula (5，1) is cal1ed a conformity co叫γibutedto b byα. 
The inversion number n(1J'I) in the theory of a apriori measure may 
be regarded as an accommodation caused by the notion of the number of 
the elements in the theory of finite sets. The normal system of point-
dimension p is an accommodation caused by the homogenity of the 
Euclidian space; and the formula 
最(歴)= p.n(JJI) 
6) r P)/μ=0， th己nP issaid sufIers measure c日heS1:0nby the mapping f(Pl. Cf. e.g. ibid. with 1. 
(214) 
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is then the conformity contributed to the a priori measure伝(JtI)of a set 
M 
With respect to the mapping・
Uニ f(x)=2x
we should not overlook the ditference of the respective velocities of the 
points (ν) and (x)， as stated in the p1'evious pa1'ag1'aph. This is the ditfer-
ence of spacing cha1'acte1's of the two points. The co1'1'esponding accommo-
dation caused by this phasic p1'operty is the notion of the occupation of 
a point (叫， denoted as (x) ， and the point-dimension {1x of (x) is expressed 
in the fo1'm 
最[(x)J二九，
which is the confo1'mity cont1'ibuted to ((初)in the theo1'Y of a priori 
measu1'e. 
6. Transmutation of Concomitance. When the no1'mal system fl in 
the x-space is transfe1'1'ed by a bi・univoquemapping y=f 同)to an applica-
tion system rf.止め in the y-space， the concomitance 
Njil1 
is transfe1'1'ed to the concomitance 
f(λア)グ七JI).
It is then to be computed by the definition as 
mノ(N) n(N) 
t(iYj1ti) =一一一ーニゑ(1Ji) -n (M-) 
and 
T(fCN)ゲ(M))ニ必(j(N))ゆ(f(1tI)).
In this process， itis 1'ema1'kable that the equation 
t(N/2Ii)ごり(f(N)/f (Jlf) 
may not be gene1'ally satisfied， since the equation 
伝(N) お(1tI)
伝(f(.N)l ゑ(f(JtI)
may not be gene1'ally etfected. Hence the1'e is p1'esumed a t1'ansmutation 
of concomitance， which may be defined， as it is， by the exp1'ession 
t (N/ 1t1)'___' T (f(N) /f (1tI)) 
01' brie日yby the exp1'ession 
Nj1W-.f(.N)1了(_1l1_-).
(215) 
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Under the normal system f1 we have 
'p(N/M)ニ n(N)jn(M)
w hereas under the system r flωwe may not generally have the analogous 
relation 
t(f(N)グ(1tl))こめ(N)/nj(M)
to be e古ective;because， when x，乎x2，the value of the ratio 
rfくψ/rf(x，) 
may not be generally equal to 1. In this case， the normal system 
π=π'"ニ f1/勿(lJ'I)
is transferred to the system 
ω削二rf(xj勿(f(M)).
As it is computed as 
π=九五 =irx2 for each x" x2ε2tI 
the system πis applied just in accord with the equi-probabilism， but the 
transm uted system ω'f(的 nomore holds the homogenity. 
In effect， the occupation ((f(x))) is found. in diverse spacing， so that 
the concomitance f(x)グ(M)should be determined in proportion to the size 
of the spacing， i.e. the value of rf(心・ Such means that the occupation of 
a point is turned to be observed in the same property as a set， though 
it is not originally defined as a set. 
On examination， itmay be said that the transmuted application ω'f(的
has two ways to be interpreted: as an accommodation caused by the 
notion of a point to fil up the space， and as an accommodation caused by 
the set-theoretical determination in the classic probabilism. This is ho・
mologous to the fact that a point is understood. at the same time as a mere 
element， which has no size to be measured， and as the limit of a sequence 
of intervals (or neighbourhoods). It will be very di田cultto establish the 
notion of probability of a point without any use of the set-theoretical 
probabilism. Viewed from this angle， a point cannot be independently 
posited from the notion of devision of the total. Besides， such may also 
be an unavoidable destiny for the conception of a continuum. Thus， the 
conceptions of a total and of a limiting object are exposed to be originally 
distinguished. 
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